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SPRING 2021 

NOTHING says spring like colourful tulips…… 



……and nothing says hope for the future like a new baby in the 
house.  We welcome our newest and youngest resident at 211 Queens 
Quay….. RUBY!!  Proud Momma & Poppa are Linda & Frank 
Gardner.  Congratulations to all and welcome little one!! 






	 	         Ruby @ one month




PRESIDENTS MESSAGE 

When the last newsletter was published, I was hoping that the next one would come out looking 
at the pandemic in the rearview mirror, but alas, that does not seem to be in the cards. 
Statistics that last year around this time filled us with despair are now numbers we hope to 
achieve on our path down from the peak of the third wave. On the brighter side, it looks like 
vaccines are going to help (if we were to go by numbers in countries such as Israel or UK who 
conducted aggressive vaccination campaigns) and more importantly, vaccine availability seems 
to be on an upwards trend. So, let’s hope for a better summer! 

I would be remiss if I would not take this opportunity to thank our staff for their diligent work to 
keep us safe, and the residents for doing their part as well, by respecting the guidance from 
medical authorities. 

In this context, the activities around us have also slowed down, but as you can read elsewhere in 
this newsletter, Farm Boy is now open and work on the Love Park has started. Closer to home, 
Northam will soon start work on their roof garden, so we can look forward to a better-looking 
lower courtyard. 

With respect to our building itself, you can read Roger Gibb’s update on solarium repairs, which 
for now is the only substantive activity in our plans. 

Your board has continued to meet over Zoom, and this will again be the medium for our AGM, 
planned for June 23rd. Hopefully this is the last time we will conduct a remote AGM. 

I am sure I am expressing everyone’s feelings when I close with an optimistic hope for better 
news to come soon and looking forward to a summer as close to normal as possible. 

As always, please feel free to contact me with any thoughts, suggestions or issues at 
rares_l@pateanu.ca . 

Rares Pateanu 

President of the Board of Directors 
MTCC-690  

mailto:rares_l@pateanu.ca


Work has started on the tree removal at Love Park. Sad they had to move so many, 
but they will be planting more.

If you were wondering about the ship anchored in the harbour by our building 
recently, it is the CCGS PIERRE RADISSON.  She is based out of Quebec City and 
functions as an icebreaker in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, St. Lawrence River and the 

Great Lakes.



NOTES FROM OUR PROPERTY MANAGER DEBBIE…

BIRDS!

Please do not feed the ducks or the pigeons from your 
balcony!!  The ducks are looked after, and have been for 
many years by Antonio, and they survive and thrive so please 
do not feed them.  As soon as you start feeding the ducks, the 
pigeons come, and they are such a problem on the roof that 
we participate in a payment program with Northam to remove 
and re-locate them.  It costs us all, so we cannot afford to 
have them fed and attract many more.

SOLARIUM REPAIRS

Elsewhere in our newsletter you will find Roger Gibbs’s report on the status of the solarium 
repairs.  I am attaching a copy of the note from our engineer at RDW to further explain the 
problems we are having, the reasons for them, and how to avoid in the future….

The windows at Queens Quay Residences have aluminum frames and double-pane glass, 
and they date to the original 1980s construction. The window frames rely on caulking and 
gaskets to keep water out, and the frames are not drained like modern windows. If water 
penetrates through the older caulking, it can filter into the hollow aluminum window 
frames. If there are interior blinds or other in-suite items that are screwed into the frames 
(including the sloped solarium window frames), any water in the hollow frames can leak 
into your suite through those screws. In short, every penetration through the interior 
window frames can present a potential water leakage source. Therefore, to reduce the 
risks of water leaks, blinds should be installed into the drywall ceiling and not the window 
frames. In addition, existing holes into the frames should be sealed as an added 
precaution against water leakage.  
  
Engineers from RDH Building Science are working with the Board and DJS Management 
to coordinate ongoing maintenance and repairs to replace window sealant, address  
reported leaks, and prolong the service life of the sloped windows. A trial repair was 
conducted last year at some east-facing windows, and those repairs have addressed 
leakage. RDH looks forward to continued work with the Board and management to care 
for this unique building. Enjoy the views and sunshine, I know I do when I’m on site!  
  
Regards, 
Kent Schultz | P.Eng., BSS 
Building Science Engineer  
RDH Building Science Inc.

2021 CENSUS - Canada needs you—complete the census in May! 
  
Every five years Canadians are invited to participate in the Census of Population to help paint a 
portrait of Canada’s diverse population and the places we live.  When you receive your 
questionaire, it can be filled out on line and should be completed by May 11, 2021.




SWIMMING POOL

Our swimming pool remains open to our residents and we have had no problems.  However, you 
still need to book a time with our concierge.  We are allowing one person or family per hour and 
remember the change rooms are still closed, so you must shower before you come down to swim.  
So far it has been working out very well.

!! POWER OUTAGE!!   THIS WEEKEND IMPORTANT !!
Below please find a schedule from Northam for planned power outages over the next 2 months.
As our building has aged, so have the transformers which supply the power for all of the 
equipment, elevators and your homes.   For everyone's safety, we are at a stage where those 
transformers need to be replaced.   They are located in the garage next to our concierge staff 
facilities.  We own a portion of those transformers, but the majority is owned by Northam, our 
commercial partners, therefore the job will be executed by their engineers.

The following is the schedule:  In short there will be two four hour outages on the mornings of 
Saturday May 8th and Saturday May 22nd between 5am and 9am. Power is expected to be on/off 
intermittently during those time frames, however it is possible power will be out for the entire four 
hours.   The other outages will take place overnight Saturday June 5th at 10pm to Sunday June 6th 
at 6am, power is expected to be out for the full eight hours.  Any questions, please contact me or 
the Concierge.  Debbie Shaver, Property Manager.

April 19th Tie switch removed for class 2 
reconditioning

No 
interruption

May 8th Switch off T2 – all load on T1. Install 3 
temp breakers and re-install the tie. 
Remove main.

4 hour 
power 
outage 

between 
5am-9am

Week of May 
9th

Aevitas oil drain and cut T2 No 
interruption

May 15th Hoist new T2 and remove old. Maintain 
one lane open on access road, 
intermittent closures of parking garage 
vehicle travel at hoist location.

Timing to be 
confirmed

May 22nd Move load to T2 and de-energize T1. 
Re-install main and remove other main. 
Replace 3 overhauled breakers, and 
remove 3 more.

4 hour 
power 
outage 

between 
5am-9am

Week of May 
24th

Aevitas oil drain and cut T1 No 
interruption



*****

……and speaking of birds, here are three beautiful feathered friends we see 
swimming in the harbour by us.  Can you name them?  See elsewhere in this 

newsletter.

COMING SOON!

Library Announcement - Ingrid Rinaldi

Inspired by the “Little Libraries” dotting Toronto streets, a group of Aquafit 
members (affectionately known as the Mermaids) wanted to create a new amenity 

within our building.  Due to the pandemic lockdown of all libraries, we had thought it 
would be more convenient if we created our own.  We will be placing a bookcase in 
the parking level lobby next to the elevators for a very casual library.  Take a book, 

leave a book – whatever suits you.  No signing out of books and no due dates!  
Some of our membership have already agreed to donate a starter inventory, but if 

you have any books you no longer want, you may leave them at the bookcase once 
it arrives.  Works of fiction or non-fiction are preferred.

May 29th Hoist new T1 and remove old. Maintain 
one lane open on access road, 
intermittent closures of parking garage 
vehicle travel at hoist location.

Timing to be 
confirmed

June 5th Restore switchboard back to normal. 
Perform maintenance and replace 
breaker.

8 hour 
power 
outage 

between 
10pm-6am



Solarium Repairs - Roger Gibb
We can all agree that one of the major 
attractions of our residences is their 
location on Toronto’s waterfront and the 
view that we all enjoy from the wall to wall 
windows of our suites. I know that when 
we first visited our suite as prospective 
buyers our reaction was,’WOW’, what a 
view!!

But that view is provided by a fairly 
complex architectural construction of 
aluminum, steel and flexible synthetic 
sealants. Their objective being to keep our 
o w n e r s d r y a n d 
warm.

Well after 40 years, 
th is envelope is 
starting to show its 
age. In particular on 
the east side of our 
building. At several 
suites, water has 
been noted leaking 
into the units from 
t h e a l u m i n u m 
frames, joinery and casement windows.

In 2020 your board retained the services of 
RDH Building Science to undertake a 
review of the si tuat ion and make 
recommendations to eliminate the leakage. 
Scaffolding was erected on the ’11 
drop’ (911,1011,1111 and 1211) and certain 
units were put under negative static 
pressure to simulate the predominant 
south eastern winds. Water was sprayed 
on the exterior of the windows and 
infiltration was noted. In several units, 
water infi l t ra t ion was v is ib le and 
documented.

The external caps and covers were 
removed, and the condition of the 
underlying structure was noted. Corrosion 
was removed, butyl tape was replaced, 
and sealants were removed and replaced. 
The two weep holes at the lower level of 

each window was cleaned and enlarged. 
In all, the windows of ten suites were 
repaired during this past year. 

RDH subsequently presented a report to 
your Board explaining the repairs and a 
strategy going forward for the other 62 
suites in our building with a capital cost 
estimate. On April 21,2021 the Board 
authorized the expenditure. It should be 
noted that the subject repairs will be 
undertaken on a ‘drop’ by ‘drop’ basis as 
described above. Repairs to the four units 
at each drop will take approximately one 
week, subject to wind and rain conditions.  
Our expectation is that all solariums on the 
east and south side suites will be 
completed this year.

In conclusion, your view of Toronto Island 
and our beautiful harbour is secure as we 
move forward to repair our solariums, one 
of the key architectural features of our 
beautiful residences. 

Please note:  It was noted in certain suites 
the window coverings were attached to the 
window structure and those holes were a 
source of water infiltraton.  Under no 
circumstances should brackets or other 
fixtures be physically attached to the 
window frames or adjoining components.  

Looking south at a westside solarium. 
Note that our solar ium include 
casement windows, swing or slide 
doors and a glazed inclined ‘roof’. Drain 
holes are located in the aluminum 
cladding under the vertical windows.  



IN & AROUND THE QQT NEIGHBOURHOOD…
It’s shaping up to be a busy spring around the Queens Quay, but the 
really big news for those of us who live in the QQ Food Terminal building 
of course is FARM BOY has opened downstairs!  Listen!  Can you 
hear that collective cheer coming from our building?  Welcome Farm 
Boy!!  It’s been a long pandemic winter without a grocery store, but with 
grocery deliveries and forays out for food, drink and other sustenance…. 
we have made it. 


On Monday May 10, 2021 rom 7:00pm - 9:00pm, the YQNA is hosting a live 
broadcast on Zoom entitled “Uncertain Future for Island Airport”.  Guest 
speaker will be Brian Iler, chair of CommunityAir, who will present options for 
new uses of the airport lands. For more information, see Doug Simpson’s 
article or contact info@YQNA.ca

*****
WATERFRONT FOR ALL

SPEAKER SERIES
Join us on Tuesday May 11, 2021 at 7 pm for an evening with Walter Kehm, 

author of Accidental Wilderness, on the Leslie Street Spit and Tommy 
Thompson Park.  Go to - waterfrontforall.ca to register for a zoom link.

                                                                     

�

mailto:info@YQNA.ca
http://waterfrontforall.ca
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TAGGING TRASH IN THE TORONTO HARBOUR

The University of Toronto’s Trash Team is undertaking a study of floating trash along Toronto’s 
Waterfront.  The research project is part of their Fighting Floatables in the Toronto Harbour 
initiative.  They are working with Ports Toronto, the Environment, Conservation & Parks (MECP) 
and the University’s Scarborough campus.

The Tagging Trash project aims to reveal pathways of litter in the Toronto Harbour to better 
understand sources of litter and help inform how to tackle our plastic pollution issue.  By releasing 
GPS tracked bottles into the Toronto Harbour, we can better understand how litter travels and help 
recommend future placement of trash capture devices to remove litter that finds its way into our 
harbour.

If you find one of our orange bottles in the lake?  Remember it’s actively tracking how 
plastic pollution travels. Snap a pic and tag us if you wish, but please leave the bottles 
where you find them so that the location data we analyze is as accurate as possible.  You 
can post it to social media with the tags @UofTTrashTeam - #TaggingTrashTO 

***** 
Waterfront Dynamic
By Doug Simpson, May 5, 2021 

Dynamic and mindboggling are the two words that come to mind when I think about the 
development projects under way or in the planning stages around us on the waterfront.  
Moving from the relative tranquility of Moore Park to the fastest growing neighbourhood in 
the city has been an exciting, if somewhat disorienting adjustment.  Having a front row 
seat to the dramatic shift of the city’s 21st century core to south of the Gardner Expressway 
was not quite what I was expecting, but that is what we are seeing. 

One of the best ways to keep abreast of what is happening is to connect with the York 
Quay Neighbourhood Association (the YQNA).  Its meetings are extremely informative 
and feature regular updates from Councillor Joe Cressy, Provincial MPP Chris Glover and 
Federal MP Adam Vaughan, as well as many other speakers.  There are many 
organizations driving change on the Waterfront – Waterfront Toronto, Waterfront for All, 
Ports Toronto, and Waterfront BIA to name a few – but for those of us living in the centre of 
the action, the YQNA represents the best source of comprehensive information about 
what’s happening .  You can listen in, ask questions and get answers. Best of all it is easy 
to access and free.

The next YQNA meeting is on May 10, 2021 at 7:00 PM via Zoom.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001pWt1A4lec7wcEcgTNbYN4ZvtMzcTaeLZTQoIbEf_LriweIU18bVSz0IeiPFANobcdxy55FHqaD9ZZaQu3AafU_BXfGyx0wyZoMzY75fDGKbEfzb8_wMN-u8vlfRaV-1q8a3M_Q2Nek1_lO2w7sWPP6azZohAuYcxOdCwvBKMA24=&c=3__ed7y2tiUbvT5oN05X_JMpA2p_khzyKCb6PAVHED01NwwPUnwgDg==&ch=DBU5Jl-ivaJwYntO6KwG-B4CGV9a9VDpR7Crjj2jXZ6I7u4blUJKsg==


The feature topic for the May 10th meeting will be “The Uncertain Future for the Island 
Airport” with guest speaker Brian Iler, Chair of Community Air. Other speakers – Hal Beck 
and MP Adam Vaughan will also address issues related to Billy Bishop Airport.  

On March 30, 2021 Ed Hore, past President of the YQNA and current President of 
Waterfront for All, circulated a lengthy commentary responding to the Media Release by 
Ports Toronto, the owner and operator of the airport. Ed’s article began: “We learned today 
the island airport is for sale” and argued that now is the time for an in-depth independent 
study of future options for the airport lands.  

The Tripartite Agreement governing the use of the 215 acres that the airport occupies is up 
for renewal in 2033 (a short 12 years away).  Some believe the airport should be 
decommissioned and converted to park land, assuming, incorrectly I believe, that the cost 
would be cheaper than building the proposed Rail Deck Park (estimated at $1.7 to $3.8 
Billion, depending who is doing the estimating).  

The reality is that the Ports Toronto announcement was a Request for Interest (RFI) to 
identify a financial investor, not a buyer, to inform a comprehensive study of possible 
options available to Ports Toronto “to support the airport as a critical transportation asset”.  
It is clear from the announcement that the impact of COVID-19 has been profound and has 
prompted Ports Toronto to re-examine how it operates the airport, but that does not mean 
that it intends to sell it.  To quote the Ports Toronto announcement further:

“Billy Bishop Airport is Canada's ninth-busiest airport and welcomes 2.8 million 
business and leisure travellers each year. The airport is also Canada's sixth-
busiest airport that offers passenger service to the United States. . . . Offering 
service to more than 20 cities in Canada and the U.S., with connection 
opportunities to more than 80 international destinations via our airlines’ networks, 
Billy Bishop Airport is an important international gateway and a key driver to 
Toronto’s economy, generating more than $470 million in Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) each year and supporting 4,740 jobs, including 2,080 directly 
associated with the airport operations.”

Regardless of Ports Toronto’s intent with respect to the airport, if there is a window of 
opportunity for a review of the uses of the land and practical options for repurposing it, now 
is the time for that discussion.  Like me, you may not know which option (and there are 
more than two) you would prefer.  If you live on the waterfront the ultimate answer will 
have an impact on your enjoyment of it, so you may want to learn more at YQNA’s next 
meeting.

At the last meeting on March 9, 2021 we learned that work on Love Park at York and 
Queen’s Quay will be proceeding this year, commencing this month with opening slated for 
June 2022.  You may have noticed that seven trees have already been removed with 37 

Join the meeting via this link:  
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87073534467?pwd=ZnVLSWh4cHo5QW1zSWxWaDdNdTJLQT09 

To Join by Meeting ID:  
Meeting ID: 870 7353 4467;   Passcode: 610963 

To join by phone, use a Canadian phone # listed here:  
https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kd5l1nJDgJ

https://yqna.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=21c072e24ddb651091097dabe&id=e54cfce3f6&e=1de21dc38d
https://yqna.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=21c072e24ddb651091097dabe&id=50575c023d&e=1de21dc38d


slated to be planted.  Bikeshare has already started operating at the north end of the site 
and a dog off-leash area will be incorporated into the north east corner.  This may divert 
some of the dogs we see in the open area in front of our building, but perhaps not since it 
will be much smaller.  Paths have been sized to provide space for pop-up markets and the 
local BIA is planning to provide tables and chairs for visitors to use.

We also learned that happily the Lake Ontario flood risk for 2021 is projected at 8%, with 
water levels 8 inches below average and 3 feet below flood level.

The Waterfront BIA celebrated its success with the Sonic Runway and Iceberg outdoor art 
installations that were jointly supported with Harbourfront this past winter.  The BIA 
continues to work with YQNA to keep the Tree Report active and ensure the Queen’s Quay 
trees are maintained and replaced, where necessary. An updated report by the BIA is 
scheduled for the May 10th meeting.  There will also be an update by Harbourfront Centre.  
It will presumably address current topics like new art installations, work on the marina 
docks, the Amsterdam bridge repairs, planned repairs to the pool/skating rink and the 
status of negotiations related to the former PawsWay site.

Another major project in the early planning stages is the Queen’s Quay East LRT 
extension.  Public consultations have begun with respect to the location of the streetcar 
portal on Queen’s Quay where the cars will exit the Bay Street tunnel onto the surface 
eastbound toward Cherry Street.  The feedback has been summarized in the Project 
Engagement Summary Report and Appendix, which you can access on the Waterfront 
Toronto website.  I also would encourage readers to visit the website to access information 
about the amazing progress being made in the Portlands Project.

The last project worthy of mention is 200 Queen’s Quay, which is a proposed twin tower 
condominium that will replace the existing parking garage on the site.  The Federal 
Government owned the parking garage and sold it to Diamondcorp and Lifetime 
Developments.  Their proposal calls for 1482 condos in two towers of 41 and 71 stories 
with 441 parking spots of which only 200 would be available for the public to replace what 
is currently available. That is a reduction of approximately 300 spaces.  The problem is 
that a number of other buildings, including our own, use spots in the parking garage and it 
is not at all clear that everyone will be accommodated in the new garage under the 
buildings.  Other concerns include massive density increase within an already density 
stressed area, impact on traffic flow, access to and from Queen’s Quay and impact of 
shadowing by the new buildings and their blockage of the views from existing buildings.  
This has the makings of a contentious neighbourhood battle.

These and many more pressing issues are dealt with in much greater depth in the pages 
of the YQNA website and will be discussed at the meeting on May 10th.  For anyone who 
cares about our neighbourhood, spending some time with YQNA will, to coin a phrase, be 
“time well spent”.

*****

ID the waterfowl -  They are from left to right - a pin-tailed duck, a mute swan & a 
canvasback duck.  Canvasbacks are becoming rare to see down here. 



HOW TO ACCESS THE WEBSITE 

Open your favourite browser & type www.211queensquaywest.ca in the address field. 

Click the round Login icon at the top right.  Enter the user id and password you 

received from the webmaster.  Click enter… and you are in! 

If you do not have your user ID and password, please send an email to 

webmaster@211queensquaywest.ca 

YOUR BOARD 

Rares Pateanu - President 
Debbie Shaver - Secretary 

Directors: 
Roger Gibb 

Dorothy McComb 
Ingrid Rinaldi 

Douglas Simpson 
     

Photo credits:   
Roger Gibb, Gil Rinaldi, Mr. & Mrs. Gardner & Patricia Watt   

CORRECTION  - In the last newsletter, Doug Simpson was given 
credit for photographs that were actually taken by Susan Brown. 

We will continue to deliver a few issues manually, or you can visit our 
website where it is also published. 
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Queen’s Quay Condos 
Twice a year 

Editor:  Patricia Watt
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